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The Source of Historical Economic Fluctuations:
An Analysis using Long-Run Restrictions
Neville Francis, University of North Carolinaat ChapelHill
Valerie A. Ramey, University of California,San Diego and NBER

1. Introduction

There has been a recent surge in the number of papers studying real
business cycles and the role that technology shocks plays in generating cyclicalmovements in macroeconomicdata. Such renewed interest
in technology-drivenbusiness cycles has been fueled by the finding of
recentempiricalstudies that labor input falls, at least in the short run,
in responseto a positive technologyshock (see Shea (1998),Gali (1999),
Basu, Fernald, and Kimball (2004) and Francis and Ramey (2005)).
These results have generated a good deal of discussion because they
raise fundamentalquestions about the empiricalrelevanceof the technology-drivenrealbusiness cycle hypothesis.
The goal of this paper is to analyze the historicalrole played by technology shocksin the U.S.by studying the fluctuationsin dataextending
back to the 19thcentury.Our approachis to identify technology shocks
using long-run restrictionsas in Blanchardand Quah (1989)and Gali
(1999). It seems particularlyappropriateto use long-run restrictions
for identificationin truly long-run data. We carryout our analysis for
the entire sample period and for two subsamples of the data, the preand post-WWIIeras. Our subsample results are then comparedto see
if therehave been any changes in the natureof technology shocks or in
their transmissionmechanism.To check the robustnessof our results,
we identify technology shocks using various assumptions about the
source of nonstationarityin the data. The time series propertiesof the
data are a concernat the heart of the debate concerningthe validity of
the standardRBChypothesis.1
We construct a new series of hours per capita that adjusts for
demographicand social trends. With this measure, the results for the
post-WWIIperiod are quite similar whether one assumes hours are
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stationary,trend stationaryor nonstationary.The results differ across
specificationsin the early period. Only the specificationthat assumes
a unit root in hours produces technology shocks that are not Grangercaused by monetaryand governmentspending variables.
The preferredunit root specificationgives an interestingaccount of
the historicalsourcesof fluctuations.Technologyshocksaremuch more
importantfor the forecast variance of output and hours in the early
period than in the later period. The Great Depression was a time in
which both types of shocks were very negative for several years. The
period immediatelyafterthe GreatDepressionwas a period of extraordinarily high positive technology shocks. Finally,the varianceof both
types of shocks decreaseddramaticallyin the post-WWIIperiod.
2. Overview of the U.S. Historical Data
This section presents an overview of the U.S. data as a preliminary
step to estimation of the structuralVAR.The data are annual for the
time period 1889-2002.The principalvariables studied are labor productivity and hours for the private business sector. Private output is
constructed from these two variables. In augmented models and in
additionaltests, data on consumption,investment,governmentspending, the price level and money are also used.
Data for the early part of the sample come from JohnW. Kendrick's
Productivity Trendsin the United States (1961), Historical Statistics, Balke

and Gordon (1989),and Anderson (2003).Data for the later part of the
sample are obtainedfromthe Bureauof LaborStatistics(BLS),the BEA,
the Economic
Reportof thePresident,and the FederalReserve.The appendix provides a detailed descriptionof all the data and their sources.
Figure 1A shows a graph of the logarithmof output per hour in the
private sector. It is difficult to distinguish the cyclical movements in
output per hour because the overall upward trendis so strong.A slowdown in the rate of growth beginning in the early 1970s is apparent
from the graph, however. Figure IB shows the growth rate of output
per hour.The most noteworthyfeatureof this graphis the differencein
volatilitybetween the pre- and post-WWIIperiod.
The only assumptionrequiredfor our identificationtechniqueis that
output per hour have a unit root.As Table1, PanelA shows, one cannot
rejecta unit root in labor productivityagainst either of the three alternative hypotheses. This result also holds in the pre- and post-WWII
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Figure 1A

Laborproductivityin the privatesector

Figure IB
Growth rate of labor productivity in the private sector
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Table 1

ADFunit root tests
Privatebusinesssector
(Logarithms,lags in parenthesiswere chosen optimallyup to max=4)
P-valuesfor null hypothesisof a unit root
A. LaborProductivity
Alternativehypothesis
TimePeriod

No trend

Lineartrend

Quadratictrend

1889-2002
1889-1940
1948-2002

0.964(4)
0.982(4)
0.461(2)

0.760(4)
0.578(2)
0.760(2)

0.970(4)
0.617(2)
0.994(2)

B. PrivateHoursDivided by Population16+Years
Alternativehypothesis
TimePeriod

No trend

Lineartrend

Quadratictrend

1889-2002
1889-1940
1948-2002

0.625(3)
0.875(2)

0.512(3)
0.677(2)

0.183(4)

0.825(4)

0.353(3)
0.009(4)
0.270(3)

C. PrivateHoursDivided by AdjustedPopulation
Alternativehypothesis
TimePeriod

No trend

Lineartrend

Quadratictrend

1889-2002
1889-1940
1948-2002

0.057(3)
0.575(2)

0.127(3)
0.498(2)

0.108(3)
0.040(4)

0.420(4)

0.266(3)

0.460(3)

sub-periods.On the other hand, furtherADF tests (not shown) overwhelmingly rejecta second unit root. Thus, the data support the key
identifyingassumption.
Consider now the time series properties of hours per capita. The
nature of this series in the post-WWIIperiod has been the source of
much recent controversy because different assumptions can lead to
differentresults in structuralVARs(e.g., Christiano,Eichenbaum,and
Vigfusson (2003),Francisand Ramey (2005),Fernald (2005) and Gall
2004)).Figure2A plots the standardmeasureused- it divides total private hours by the population 16 and older. This measure of hours per
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Figure 2A

Privatehoursdivided by population16+years

Figure 2B

Privatehours divided by demographically-adjusted
population
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capita clearly has a trend during the 114 years of the sample, falling by
37 percent from 1889 to 2002. Table 1, Panel B shows that the only case
in which one can reject a unit root is in the early sample, in favor of the
alternative with a quadratic trend.
Our investigations reveal that the main source of the trend in this
measure is not taxes and regulations, as some have argued (e.g., Mulligan 2002). Rather, most of the trend is due to changing demographics, school enrollments and the growth of government employment.
Consider an alternative series, shown in Figure 2B. This series adjusts
for three important trends over the sample: (1) the growing fraction of
workers in government; (2) the changing fraction of population that
is too young to work or is in school; and (3) the growing fraction of
retirement age population, 65 and over. This series consists of dividing
total private hours by total population minus (1) the full-time equivalent number of employees working in government; (2) the population
aged 0-4; (3) the number of individuals enrolled in school; and (4) the
population aged 65 and over.2
The demographically adjusted series in Figure 2B paints a very different picture. Average hours were still higher at the start of the 20th
century than at the end, but the difference is much smaller. Hours per
capita in the year 2000 were only 3.5 percent lower than they were in
1900. Thus, most of the trend in the standard series stems from slowmoving demographic, government employment, and educational
trends.
Figure 3 shows graphs of the various series that were used to adjust
population. The fraction of the population employed by the government shows spikes during the two world wars, but also is higher in the
post- WWII period than in the pre-WWI period. The fraction of the population age 65 and older shows a steady-upward trend.3Both graphs on
the right hand side show the effects of the baby boom, which started in
the 1950s. After the baby boom graduates, the fraction of the population
in school falls, but remains significantly higher in the late century than
in the early century. Years spent in school have increased significantly,
both because of increased government subsidies and because of the rising returns to education. The low frequency movements in these series
lead to low frequency movements in unadjusted hours per capita.
Panel C of Table 1 shows the results of unit root tests on the demographically adjusted hours series. The p-value of a unit root test against
the alternative of stationarity is 0.057 for the entire period. On the other
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Figure 3

Sub-groupsas a fractionof totalpopulation

hand, in the subperiods,one can rejecta unit root only against a quadratictrendin the pre-WWIIsubperiod.
Sincethe unit root resultsdo not give a clearpicture,we initiallyconsider three possible specifications:hours in levels, deterministictrend
in hours, and a unit root in hours.The reasonfor looking at trendspecificationsis that thereare clearlystill some low frequencymovementsin
our adjustedhours per capita.For example, hours per capita in the 41
years from 1889-1929never cross the mean of hours per capita in the
years 56 years 1947-2002and vice versa. It is likely that other demographicinfluences that we have not measuredaccountfor the remaining low frequencymovements as well. To accountfor the unmeasured
slow-moving demographicforces,we subtracta quartictrendfromour
measure of hours. Since the purpose of the trend is to capture slowmoving demographicforces ratherthan business cycle forces,we estimate the trend omitting the large outliers from 1930-1946.Figures4A
and 4B show the trend and its effect. The fitted trend is very similarto
what one would obtainusing a Hodrick-Prescottfilterwith a very high
value of the A parameter(the parameterthat penalizes changes in the
estimated trend),such as 5000 ratherthan the standard100 for annual
data.The implied cyclicalmovements,shown in Figure4B,line up well
with officialNBERdates. Hours are generallybelow trend during official recessionsand above trend during expansions.
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Figure 4A

Quarticdetrendingof demographicallyadjustedhours

Figure 4B

Quarticdetrendingof demographicallyadjustedhours
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3. EstimatedResponses to a Technology Shock
3.1 EconometricMethodology
Thebaselinespecificationis a bivariatemodel of laborproductivityand
laborinput similarto the benchmarkmodels of Gali (1999)and Francis
and Ramey (2005).Under this specificationtechnology is identified as
the only shock that can have permanenteffects on labor productivity.
This assumption is less restrictivethan Blanchardand Quah's (1989)
identificationassumptionsince it allows nontechnologyshocks,such as
changesin governmentspending, to have permanenteffectson output.
On the other hand, if changes in distortionarytaxes affect the capitaloutput ratio, and hence labor productivity,this identificationscheme
classifies them as technology shocks. For example, a cut in capital tax
rates that permanently raised labor productivity would be called a
"technologyshock"in our model.4
Considerthe system in which hours are assumed to be stationaryor
trend stationary:

fAx,][C»(L)C12(L)|k]

U J [C21(L)
C22(L)J[erJ
where xtdenotes the log of laborproductivity,ntdenotes the log of labor
z
input (or deterministicallydetrendedlog of laborinput), e denotes the
technology shock, and emdenotes the nontechnology shock. C(L)is a
polynomial in the lag operator.Wemaintainthe usual assumptionthat
ez and emare orthogonal.Our assumption identifying the technology
shock implies that C12(l)= 0, which restrictsthe unit root in productivity to originatesolely in the technology shock.
Anotherway to think about this restrictionis throughthe estimation
method suggested by Shapiroand Watson(1988).Considerthe following system of equations:
p-1
v
+
(la)
Axt^Pxx.jAXt-j ^PxnjAnt-j + et.
7=0

;=1
V

V

nt=^PnnfjnH^PnXfj^H^0e^er

(lb)

As discussed by Shapiro and Watson (1988), imposing the long-run
restrictionis equivalent to restrictingthe other variables to enter the
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equation in differences. Because the current value of Ant will be correlated with etz in the first equation, instrumental variables must be
used to estimate the equation. Using lags one through p of Axtand nt as
instruments for the first equation yields estimates that are identical to
those obtained using matrix methods.5 The baseline specification uses
two annual lags of each variable.
The second shock to the system, etm,is identified by including the
estimated residual from the first equation in the second equation, along
with the standard lags of the variables, as shown in equation (lb). The
estimated residual from this equation, £tm,is identified as the "nontechnology" shock.
If, instead, hours have a unit root, the system to be estimated is as
follows:
v
P~l
+
+ ef.
^Pxn^nt-j
Axt^Pxx.jtet-j
(2a)
7=1

;=0

A",=X/W^-/ +Z^/AxH +fc?+^
j=\

;=1

(2b)

In this system, the hours must be double-differencein the firstequation
in orderto impose the long-runrestrictions.The second equationis run
in the first-differenceof hours.
Forall specifications,bothequationsareestimatedjointlyusing GMM.
matrixtakesinto accountthe factthat
Theestimatedvariance-covariance
the technologyshockthatappearsas a regressorin the hoursequationis
estimatedfrom the first equation.It is also robustto heteroscedasticity,
an importantfeaturein light of the evidence presentedbelow that the
varianceof the shocks changes over time. The standarderrorbands for
the impulse responsefunctionsare derived by generatingrandomvectorsfroma multivariatenormaldistributionwith meanequalto the coefmatrixequal to the estimated
ficientestimatesand variance-covariance
one, and then calculatingthe impulse responsefunctions.
3.2 ImpulseResponseFunctionsfor ThreeDifferenceSpecifications
The results from estimatingthe model with hours in levels, detrended
with a quartictrend,and with a unit root are shown in Figure5. Recall
that productivity is assumed to have a unit root in all specifications.
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Figure 5

Impulseresponsefunctions:1892-2002
(thinline:hours in levels;thickline:detrended;dashed line:unit root)
(Circlesindicatesignificanceat 10 percentlevel)
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The first column of Figure 5 shows the effect of a unit technology shock
and the second column shows the effect of a unit "non-technology"
shock.
Consider first the results in the first column. In all three cases, a positive technology shock leads to a permanent increase in productivity,
with some initial overshooting. The unit root and deterministic trend
specifications have very similar effects, while the response under the
levels specification is somewhat smaller. The estimates are all significantly different from zero at the 10 percent level.
The response of hours differs significantly across specifications. In
the levels specification and the deterministic trend specification, hours
fall temporarily in response to a positive technology shock. This result
is consistent with the findings of Gali (1999) and Francis and Ramey
(2005) and others for the post-World War II period. Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson (2003) find the opposite result for the post-war
period when they assume that hours per capita are stationary. Some
have argued that their measure of hours per capita, which divides by
the total population age 16 and over, is not stationary. Our measure,
which demographically adjusts the population, produces a negative
response. In contrast, the unit root specification that uses our measure
predicts a significant increase in hours. As we shall see below, this result
does not hold over the entire sample.
All three specifications show a permanent rise in output in response
to the technology shock, although the levels specification shows output
actually declining for a few years before becoming positive. This initial
negative response of output also appears in Basu, Fernald, and Kimball
(2004), who use annual data as well.6
The second column of Figure 5 shows the responses to a "non-technology" shock. This shock includes any shock that does not have a permanent
effect on labor productivity. The levels and deterministic trend specifications show this type of shock raising productivity temporarily, while the
unit root specification shows a very transitory fall in productivity.
Hours and output behave quite similarly across specifications in the
first few years after the nontechnology shock. The key difference is that
the effects on hours and output are permanent in the unit root specification whereas the effects are transitory in the two other specifications.
How stable are these estimates across time and to what extent are
they accounted for by the dramatic movements of World War II? To
answer these questions, we re-estimate the model for the subperiods
1892-1940 and 1948-2002. Breaking the sample in this way is supported
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by structuralbreaktests. When we estimatea model with an unknown
break that affects all coefficients and the variance, the log likelihood
reachesa maximum for both the productivityand hours equations in
the late 1940s,typicallybetween 1948and 1949.
Figures 6A and 6B show the results for the various specifications
acrossthe two samples.Figure6A shows the effectsof a unit technology
shock. Considerfirstthe graphs in the second column, which show the
results for the models estimated from 1949-2002.The effects of a technology shock are quite similar across specifications.This result stands
in contrastto the results from the literaturethat use hours divided by
population age 16 and over. There,the levels specificationgives very
differentresults from the unit root and deterministictrend specifications. With our measure,all specificationsgive very similar results. In
particular,all threemeasuresshow hours decliningfor at least one year
in response to a technology shock.
The story is differentin the early period, shown in the firstcolumn of
Figure6A. The effectsof a technologyshock differacrossspecifications
in the early period, with the most positive effects coming from the unit
root specification.Hours fall temporarilyin the levels and trend specifications, while they rise permanently in the unit root specification.
The resultsare in fact similarto those estimatedover the entiresample,
which is not surprisingsince the early period has more dramaticmovements in the variables.The levels specificationimplies that a positive
technology shock depresses output for a number of years in the early
period, though the estimatesare not significant.
Withineachspecification,the mostnotablechangein a responseacross
the pre- and post-WWIIperiodsis the responseof hours in the unit root
specification.The responseto a technologyshock is stronglypositive in
the earlyperiod,but temporarilynegativein the laterperiod.Thepotential sourcefor this structuralbreakis discussedin Section3.4 below.
Figure6B shows the effectsof a nontechnologyshock acrossperiods.
The levels and deterministictrendspecificationssuggest thatthe effects
of nontechnologyshocksaresomewhatless persistentin the laterperiod
than in the earlierperiod. The first-differencespecificationshows that
the effectson hours and output are permanentin both periods.
Table2 compares the estimated technology shocks across specifications and time periods. The correlationbetween the technology shocks
estimated under the assumptionof a unit root and the other specifications is quite low in the pre-WWIIperiod, between 0.12 and 0.42. In
contrast,the technologyshocks from the levels and deterministictrend
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Figure 6A

Impulseresponsefunctions:Effectsof a technologyshock
(thinline:hours in levels;thickline:detrended;dashed line:unit root)
(Circlesindicatesignificanceat 10 percentlevel)
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Figure 6B

Impulseresponsefunctions:Effectsof a nontechnologyshock
(thinline:hours in levels;thickline:detrended;dashed line:unit root)
(Circlesindicatesignificanceat 10 percentlevel)
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Table2
Correlationof technologyshocksacrossspecifications
Pre-WWII:
1892-1940
Specification

Levels

Deterministictrend

Unit root

Levels
DeterministicTrend
Unit root

1.00
0.95
0.12

1.00
0.42

1.00

Specification

Levels

Deterministictrend

Unit root

Levels
DeterministicTrend
Unit root

1.00
0.98
0.87

1.00
0.92

1.00

Post-WWII:1949-2002

Addendum:Standarddeviationof the technologyshockrelativeto the nontechnology
shock
Specification

Levels

Deterministictrend

Unit root

1892-1940
1949-2002

1.6
0.57

0.96
0.69

1.0
0.73

specificationsare highly correlatedwith each other in the early period.
In the post-WWIIperiod, the technology shocks have a very high correlationacross specifications,above 0.87. The correlationsfor the nontechnology shock (which are not shown) have a very similar pattern
acrossspecificationsfor both time periods.
The bottom panel of Table2 shows the relative standarddeviations
of the technology and nontechnology shocks. The levels specification
suggests that the standarddeviation of the technology shock is 60 percent higher than that of the nontechnology shock in the early period,
whereas the quarticand unit root specificationssuggest that they are
about equal. In the late period, all three specificationsindicate that the
standarddeviation of the technology shock is between 60 and 70 percent of the nontechnologyshock.
3.3 WhichSpecificationIs Most Valid?
For the purposes of analyzing the source of shocks for the post-WWII
period, all three specificationsgive similaranswers to most questions.

EconomicFluctuations
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The impulse response functions are similar at short-horizonsand the
shocks identified are highly correlatedacross specifications.The only
differenceis the permanenteffect of nontechnology shocks on output
and hours in the unit root specification.In contrast,the answers for the
pre-WWIIperiod depend very much on which specificationone uses.
We assess the validity of each specificationby subjectingthe estimated shocks to an Evans test. As argued by Evans (1992),technology
shocks should not be Granger-causedby nontechnologyvariablessuch
as governmentspending and monetaryvariables(Granger1969).Evans
cast doubt on the use of the Solow residualas a measureof technology
shocks by showing that monetary variables and government spending Granger-causedthe Solow residual. Thus, an additional means to
test whetherthe identifiedshocks are reallytechnologyshocks is to test
whether they are Granger-causedby these types of variables.
For each subperiod,we regressedthe estimated shocks on two lags
each of the growth rates of per capita government spending, money,
and prices. (See the data appendix for details on these variables.)We
then tested whether these variables Granger-causedthe technology
shock. The resultsare reportedin Table3.
Table3
Grangercausalitytests
A. DependentVariable:IdentifiedTechnologyShocks
Postwar:1949-2002

Prewar:1892-1940
Model

P-valueon F-test

R-squared

P-valueon F-test

R-squared

Levels
Detrended
Unit root

0.001
0.005
0.210

0.392
0.342
0.174

0.105
0.119
0.174

0.193
0.187
0.168

B. DependentVariable:IdentifiedNontechnologyShocks
Postwar:1949-2002

Prewar:1892-1940
Model

P-valueon F-test

R-squared

P-valueon F-test

R-squared

Levels
Detrended
Unit root

0.181
0.093
0.002

0.183
0.219
0.384

0.085
0.162
0.139

0.203
0.172
0.179

The tests are based on a regressionof the shock on a constantand two lags each of the
growthratesof per capitagovernmentspending,per capitamoney,and GDPdeflator.The
null hypothesisis thatall coefficientson these variables(excludingthe constant)arezero.
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The results indicate that only the technology shock estimated under
the assumptionof a unit root passes the test. In neither time period do
the nominal and governmentvariablesGranger-causethe technology
shock as estimatedby the unit root specification.In contrast,the p-values are very low for both the levels and detrendedspecificationsin the
early period. In fact, governmentspending and the nominal variables
explain between 34 and 40 percentof the varianceof the "technology"
shocks estimated with these specifications.The variables have more
explanatorypower for the technology shock than the nontechnology
shock. In contrast,the variablesexplain little of the technology shock
estimatedwith the unit rootspecification,but explain38 percentof variance of the nontechnologyshocks from this specification.All p-values
for the Grangercausality tests on the technology shocks are above 0.1
in the late period. Recallthat this is the period where all threespecifications gave similarresults.
To summarize,the Evans-typetests favor the unit root specification
because it is the only specificationwhose estimated technology shocks
are not Granger-causedby monetary and government spending variables in eitherperiod.
Another reason to favor the unit root specificationis provided by
Fernald(2005).In post-WWIIdata, Fernaldfinds that the results of the
levels specificationare sensitive to low frequency movements in the
hours and mean productivitygrowth.In particular,Christiano,Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson's (2003) finding that technology shocks raise
hours reverses signs if one allows for statistically-supportedbreaksin
mean productivitygrowth. On the other hand, the unit root specification is robustto these low frequencymovements.
Basedon the Granger-causalityresultsabove and Fernald'sfindings,
we will use the unit root specificationfor the analysis in the remainder
of the paper.The appendix shows some of the results with the quartically detrended data. Because of the evidence for a break in the late
1940s,we will continue to estimate the model separatelyover the two
samples.
We also subject the unit root specificationto two more robustness
checks. First, we increase the number of lags to four years and reestimate the models. The additional lags are not significant and the
results from this specificationare similarto those from the model with
only two annual lags. Second, we augment the system with consumption and investment.Bothconsumptionand investmentappearto have
unit roots, and do not exhibit cointegrationwith each other or with
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productivityover the sample. Thus, both appearas double-differences
in the productivityequation. This system gives similar results for the
effects of the shocks on productivity,hours, and output. Consumption and investment rise permanentlyin response to both technology
and nontechnology shocks in both sample periods. In the post-WWII
period, the initial impact on investment is negative and then becomes
positive.
3.4 Discussion of the ImpulseResponseFunctionsfrom the Unit
Root Specification
Beforeproceedingto an analysis of the shocks, we discuss two aspects
of the impulse response functions for the unit root specificationthat
raise questions. Both concern the effect of a technology shock, shown
in Figure6A.
The first question raised by these estimates is why the response of
hoursto a technologyshockchangesso dramaticallyfromthe pre-WWII
period to the post-WWIIperiod.Webegin by investigatingwhetherthe
GreatDepressionor WWIis the key source of this behavior.When the
model is estimated from 1892 to 1929, omitting the GreatDepression,
the patterns are similar, though muted. In particular,whereas hours
climb to a permanentplateau around unity for the 1892-1940sample,
in the 1892-1929sample hours rise to 0.27 on impact then fall to a plateau of 0.17.None of the movementsis significantlydifferentfromzero.
When we estimatethe model omitting the WWIyears 1917-1920(with
the extra years omitted because of the lags in the regression),we find
very similarresults to those for the period 1892-1940.
Thus,it appearsthat therewas structuralchange in the economy that
was not just limited to the GreatDepressionor WWI.Why do hours rise
in the early period but fall in the later period in response to a technology shock?Francisand Ramey (2005)show that real rigidities such as
adjustmentcost on investmentand habitformationin consumptioncan
producea temporarynegative responseof hours to a technologyshock.
King and Wolman(1996)and Gali and Rabanal(2004)show how price
and wage rigidities(with suitablemonetarypolicy rules)can producea
negative response to hours. If one were to apply one of these explanations to our results, one would have to identify structuralchanges in
real rigidities,price and wage rigidities,or monetarypolicy.
A simplerexplanationcomes from applying the insights of Manuelli
(2000),Rotemberg(2003)and Linde (2003).They show that if technol-
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ogy diffuses slowly, so that technology growth is slightly persistent,
hours will fall temporarily in response to a positive technology shock.
After the shock, agents expect productivity to grow even more, implying that wages will be higher in the future than they are now. Agents
thus decide to work less now. On the other hand, if there is no persistence in technology growth, hours will rise temporarily in response to
a technology shock.
The sets of graphs for the unit root specification across the two time
periods in Figure 6A look quite similar to the two standard RBC simulations Linde shows in Figure 2 of his paper.7 In particular, the early
period looks like the case with no positive persistence in the growth
rate of technology. Productivity and output actually overshoot their
new levels in our data, hours rise, and output rises to close to its new
level. In contrast, the later period looks like Linde's simulation in
which technology growth has positive persistence. Productivity and
output rise more slowly and hours decline temporarily. Hours eventually become positive in Linde's simulation, though not in our empirical results. Thus, the change in the impulse response for hours across
the two periods can be explained using a very standard RBC model in
which the productivity growth process displays the changes shown in
our impulse response functions.
The second question raised by these graphs is the apparent permanent effect of a technology shock on hours in the early period.
While not inconsistent with a general RBC model, this result is inconsistent with the standard specification of preferences in an RBC
model. Because hours per capita have changed little relative to
real wages over the century, most RBC models specify a utility
function in which the wealth and substitution effects of a technology
shock exactly cancel. The impulse response functions for the later
period clearly suggest a transitory effect on hours, but not for the early
period. Whatever shocks are leading to permanent increases in productivity in the early period are also leading to permanent increases
in hours.
4. The Source of Historical Fluctuations

We are now ready to assess the roles of technology and nontechnology
shocks in historicalfluctuationsbased on our preferredspecification,
which assumes a unit root in hours. Webegin by analyzing the importance of each type of shock in the overall varianceof productivity,out-
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put and hours. We then analyze the nature of the shocks over specific
historicalperiods.
4.1. VarianceDecomposition
To determinewhich type of shock is importantfor the varianceof the
key variables,we performa forecasterrorvariancedecomposition.The
resultsfor each period are shown in Table4. Accordingto the unit root
specification,technologyshocks are the main source of the varianceof
productivityand output at all horizons in the early period. Technology
shocksaccountfor33 percentof the varianceof the forecasterrorof hours
at the one-yearhorizon,risingto 46 percentby the 20 year horizon.
The story is differentfor the laterperiod for hours and output. While
technology shocks continue to account for the bulk of the variance
of the forecasterror of productivity,accounting for two-thirds of the
variance of productivity at the one-year horizon and becoming more
importantwith each year, they account for much less of the other two
variables. Technology shocks account for 25 percent of the one-year
forecast of hours, but then decline in importance.Of course, as the
impulse response functions show, the technology-inducedmovements
in hours in the later period are negatively correlatedwith output. The
final column shows that technology shocks are unimportantfor output
at business cycle horizons.These results for the post-WWIIperiod are
consistentwith those of other researcherswho use unit root specifications, such as Gali and Rabanal(2004).8
Table4
Variancedecomposition:Unit rootspecification
Percentof ForecastVarianceExplainedby TechnologyShocks
1949-2002

1892-1940
Horizon
(in years)

Productivity

Hours

Output

Productivity

Hours

Output

1
2
3
4
5
10
20

95
96
96
97
98
99
99

33
40
44
44
45
46
46

80
73
72
72
72
71
71

65
88
94
96
97
99
100

25
18
15
12
11
7
4

0
5
22
37
45
64
72
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4.2. Patterns of Shocks
It is also interestingto study the historicalpatternof the two types of
estimated shocks. For completeness, we use our estimates from the
period 1892-1940to produce shocks for the WWIIperiod as well. The
shocks are virtually the same as if we used the coefficientsestimated
from 1892-1948.The shocks from 1949 to 2002 are derived from the
model estimatedover the 1949-2002sample.
Whilestudying the shocks,it is importantto keep two points of interpretationin mind. First,what we call a "technologyshock"is any shock
that has a permanenteffect on labor productivity.While true technology shocks fit this definition, other shocks such as government policies that subsidize education also fit this definition. "Non-technology
shocks" are any shocks that do not have permanent effects on labor
productivity.Examples of these types of shocks are monetary policy
shocks and militaryspending shocks.Second,what we call a "negative
technology shock"is any technology shock that is lower than average.
Since technology growth is generallypositive, what we call a negative
technology shock can in some cases simply be a positive shock that is
lower than average.
Figure7 shows the historicalpatternof technology shocks and nontechnologyshocks estimatedwith the unit root specification.The recession dates identified by the National Bureau of Economic Research
(NBER)are shown in the shaded areas.Note that the technologyshocks
tend to be negative aroundrecessiondates during the early period,but
not so much during the later period. The reverse is true of the nontechnology shocks, which tend to be negative aroundrecessionsin the
post-WWIIperiod.
The threeyears during the early period with the most negative technology shocks are 1908,1914,and 1932.It is interestingto note that all
three of these dates are associated with problems in the financialsystem. A banking panic occurredin October1907. 1914 marked the outbreakof WWI,which broughtsome financialdifficulties.Forexample,
the New YorkStockExchangehad to be closed for a day (Friedmanand
Schwartz1963).Finally,the banking crises of the early 1930s are wellresearched.We will discuss the behavior of shocks during the Great
Depressionin more detail below.
During the post-WWIIperiod, the threeyears with the most negative
shocks are 1959,1974,and 1987.1959is associatedwith the steel strike,
1974with the firstoil crisisand the collapseof the exchangeratesystem,
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Figure 7

Plotsof implied shocksfromunit rootspecification
(Basedon sub-sampleestimates;shaded areasrepresentNBERrecessiondates)
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and 1987 with the stock market crash (see Eckstein and Sinai 1986 for
a chronology of the post-war events). It is not clear, though, that there
was a causal link between these events and the estimated shocks.
On the positive side, the estimates suggest that the period from the
late teens to the mid-1920s was characterized by a long string of positive technology shocks. The most positive technology shocks occurred
in 1934, 1935, 1936, and 1941 in the early period. During the later period,
the most positive technology shocks occurred in 1950, 1958, and 1960.
The 1960s were characterized by a long string of positive technology
shocks. We will discuss several of these periods in more detail below.
The four most negative nontechnology shocks occur in 1919, 1921,
1938, and 1946. According to the estimates, there was also a series of large
negative nontechnology shocks during the Great Depression. During the
postwar period, the three most negative nontechnology shocks occurred
in 1974, 1982, and 2001. The most positive nontechnology shocks during
the early period were 1941-1943. During the later period, the most positive nontechnology shocks occurred in 1950, 1984, and 1989.
4.3 Historical Chronology
We now study the pattern of shocks during prominent periods of history to ascertain the key driving forces for fluctuations. We continue to
refer to the graphs of shocks in Figure 7.
4.3.1 The Early 1900s
During the period 1892 to WWI, it is clear that much of the volatility in
the economy was due to the volatility of technology shocks rather than
nontechnology shocks. During this period there were a number of very
positive technology shocks as well as a number of very negative technology shocks. As mentioned before, the two most negative technology
shocks occurred during banking crises.
4.3.2 The 1920s

Accordingto our estimates,the 1920sbegan with a series of largenegative nontechnology shocks in 1919-1921.These shocks were no doubt
linked to the wind-down from WWI and the conduct of monetary
policy (see Friedmanand Schwartz's1963 account of this period). On
the other hand, from 1918 to 1926, every year saw positive technology shocks, suggesting that this was a period of steady technological
progress.
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4.3.3 The Great Depression

The graphs in Figure 7 show that both types of shocks contributed
to the Great Depression. Both technology and nontechnology shocks
were slightly positive in 1929, and then became very negative in the
early 1930s. 1933 finally saw a positive nontechnologyshock, perhaps
owing to the increase in government spending, but the technology
shock remainednegative. Comparingthis period to the early 1920s,we
see that had the technology shocks not been negative, the early 1930s
would have been more similar in magnitude to the recession of the
early 1920s.9
4.3.4 1934-1940

Particularlyinterestingis the series of high estimatedpositive technology shocks in the second half of the 1930s.The notion of large positive
technology shocks during the 1930s is at odds with the conventional
wisdom. Recentwork by Field (2003),however, argues that the 1930s
were the most technologicallyprogressivedecade. He shows that productivity growth between 1929 and 1941 was higher on average than
the period 1919-1929and cites several micro studies on innovations.
In his study, Field does not distinguish 1929-1933 from 1934-1941
because he wants to compareyears with similar unemploymentrates.
What the average hides is how impressive productivity growth was
during 1934-1941. Our calculations show that labor productivity
growth was -1.61 per year from 1929-1933but was 4.55 percent per
year from 1933 to 1941. This rate is substantiallyhigher than the 2.36
percentper year rate of growth from 1919 to 1929.Thus, productivity
growth during the second period was exceptionallyhigh.
Microeconomicstudies of innovations support the notion of this
Mensch's(1979)listing
period as a period of high innovative activity.10
of basic innovations for the first half of the twentieth century (Table
4-4, pages 127-128)shows that fully 24 percentof them occurredin the
threeyears from 1934-1936,which our estimatesshow to be years with
high positive technology shocks. For example, in 1934 alone the innovations included the diesel locomotive, fluorescentlighting and radar.
Kleinknecht(1987)summarizesthe results of several studies on major
innovations(Table3.2,page 70)by five-yearperiods.All of them show a
huge burst of innovationin the period 1935-1939.Kleinknecht's(1987)
tabulationshows that the five-yearperiod 1935-1939was rivaled only
by 1960-64in the numberof radicallynew productsand improvement
and process innovations.Accordingto his classification,each of these
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five-year periods had 14 innovations.11 Thus, our time series estimates
of large positive technology shocks in the period 1934-36 is consistent
with the microeconomic evidence on innovative activity.
4.3.5 World War II

The studies of innovationdiscussed above also showed the period covering WWIIto be a period of relativelyhigh innovative activity,so it is
not surprising that there were many positive technology shocks during this period as well. Of course, dramaticincreases in government
spending were also important,and these show up as sustained highly
positive series of nontechnologyshocks.
4.3.6 The Post-World War II Period

Theyear 1946had very negative technologyand nontechnologyshocks.
Bothwere probablyrelatedto the end of WWII.The startof the Korean
Warin 1950 appears to have been associated with both positive technology and nontechnologyshocks. The period 1960-1967experienced
a sustained string of positive technology shocks. Kleinknecht's(1979)
study also shows high innovative activity during this period, with 14
innovations from 1960-1964and 11 innovations from 1965-1969.The
nontechnology shocks were also mostly positive during this period,
with the exceptionof 1967and 1969.
1974was a year with very negative (by post-WWIIstandards)technology and nontechnology shocks. This was the only recession since
1946 when both the technology and the nontechnology shocks were
negative.
The second half of the 1990s, which has attractedattention for its
high productivitygrowth rates, was not markedby particularlypositive technology shocks. Rather,it experienced a series of small positive technology shocks without any intervening negative technology
shocks.Thenontechnologyshockswere also uniformlypositive during
this period.
4.4 TheChangingVolatility of Shocks
Finally,a noticeablefeatureof both the technology and nontechnology
shocks in Figure 7 is that both series appear to have become far less
volatile in the postwar era. The reducedvolatility of the postwar recessions has been documentedby many,including Zarnowitzand Moore
We carryout
(1986),Taylor(1986),and DeLong and Summers(1986).12
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an F-test of equal variance between the variances of the prewar and
postwar technology shocks. Given the varianceof the prewar technology of 15.59 with sample size 49, and similar figures for the postwar
technologyof 1.59and 54 respectively,the value of the F-statisticis 9.81
(15.59-r 1.59).We comparethis to a criticalF-valuewith 49 numerator
degrees of freedom and 54 denominatordegrees of freedom.We reject
the null of equal variancefor all conventionalvalues of the F-statistics
which implies that the postwar technologyis indeed (significantly)less
volatile than the prewartechnology.
The results are similarfor the nontechnologyshock, whose variance
falls from 14.36in the prewarperiod to 3.01 in the postwar period. An
F-testof equal varianceyields an F-statisticof 4.77.Withthe same sample sizes as above we rejectthe null of equal variancesof the nontechnology shock at all conventionallevels of significance.
Thus, accordingto these estimatesboth types of shocks became significantlyless volatile in the postwarperiod.A comparisonof the numbers, however,indicatesthat the volatility of the technologyshocks fell
by even morethanthe volatilityof the nontechnologyshocks.Thus,our
resultssuggest that it was not improvedpolicy alone that stabilizedthe
U.S. economy in the post-WWIIperiod.
5. Conclusions
Thispaperhas presentedestimatesof models with long-runrestrictions
on historicalU.S. data in order to study the nature and consequences
of the shocks moving labor productivity,hours and output. Following
Gali (1999),we identify the technology shock to be the only shock that
can have a permanenteffect on laborproductivity.
measureof hoursper
Wedeveloped a new demographically-adjusted
under
a
of
the
model
and
estimated
variety assumptionsabout
capita
the natureof hours.Wecomparedresultsfrommodels thatassumedstationaryhours,a quartictrendin hours and a unit rootin hours.All three
specificationsgave similar results for the post-WWIIperiod, but gave
differentresultsfor the pre-WWIIperiod.Granger-causalitytests on the
shocks led us to concludethat the unit root specificationled to the most
reasonableresults.Accordingto this specification,a positive technology
shock leads labor to rise in the period from 1889-1940.In contrast,the
same type of shock leads laborto fall in the period from 1949-2002.
We then investigated some of the characteristicsof the shocks
and their role in fluctuations. Technology shocks were much more
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important for fluctuations in the pre-WWIIperiod than in the postWWIIperiod. Theperiods with the most notableseries of positive technology shocks were the late teens to the mid-20s, 1934-1936and the
early 1960s.The GreatDepressionwas a period characterizedby very
negative technology and nontechnology shocks. Finally,both types of
shocks are responsiblefor the reductionin the varianceof output in the
post-WWIIperiod, suggesting thatbetterpolicy is not the sole cause of
the reductionof GDPvolatility in the post-WWIIera.
Notes
ValerieRameygratefullyacknowledgessupportfromNationalScienceFoundationgrant
# 0213089.We are gratefulto SusantoBasu,GareyRamey,and HaraldUhlig for helpful
comments.
1. Severaleconomistshave expressed concernthat this new finding could be a direct
resultof the stationarityassumptionsmadeof the time seriesused in the structuralvector
autoregressions;see Christiano,Eichenbaum,and Vigfusson(2003).
2. We also createda series that added total governmenthours to the numeratorrather
thansubtractinggovernmentemploymentfromthe denominator.Thisseriesis very close
to the one presented.
3. Moreover,the labor force participationrate of this age segment has decreased
over time relativeto the populationage 16 and older.Adjustingfor changes in the differentialrate of labor force participationdoes not noticeably change in the series in
Figure2B.
4. Francisand Ramey(2005)and Gali (2004)rule out capitalincometaxesas an explanation for the technologyshock results.Francisand Rameyfound that their resultswere
robustto the inclusionof capitalincome tax in their estimationswhile Gali found that
innovationsto such taxeswere uncorrelatedwith his identifiedtechnologyshocks.
5. See the appendixof Francis,Owyang,and Theodorou(2003)for an explicitderivation
of the equivalenceof the Shapiro-Watson
and matrixmethods.
6. Analysesusing annualdataoftenfind an initialdeclinein variablessuch as outputand
investment,whereasthose using quarterlydata typicallydo not.
7. Rotemberg(2003)shows similarresults for the case of slow diffusion in Figure5 of
his paper.
8. As TableAl shows, the quarticallydetrendedspecificationgives very differentresults
relativeto theunitrootspecificationin theearlyperiod.Inthe detrendedspecification,technology shocksonly accountfor 40 percentof the forecasterrorvarianceof productivityat
the one-yearhorizonand62 percentat the ten yearhorizon.Thehoursandoutputnumbers
in the earlyperiodaresimilarto thoseforthe unit rootspecificationin the laterperiod.
9. For a very differentaccountingof the shocks during the GreatDepression,see Figure Al, which shows the shocks estimatedfromthe specificationwith the quartictrend.
Accordingto these estimates,there were mostly positive technologyshocks during the
GreatDepression.
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10. The date of innovation is defined by these authors as the time when a newly discovered material or technique is first produced on a regular basis or when a market for a new
product is first formed.
11. These numbers were calculated as the sum of columns (2) + (4) from Kleinknecht's
Table 3.2, page 70. The table covers the period 1900-1969.
12. More recently papers such as McConnell and Perez-Quiros (2000), Blanchard and
Simon (2001) and Stock and Watson (2002) have documented a decline in output volatility post 1984.
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Data Appendix
Population
Data Sources:1900-2002data, includingage breakdown,is fromthe U.S. Census, StatisticalAbstractof the United States:2003, Table HS-3 and EconomicReport

of thePresident,2003,TableB-34.1889-1899on the total residentpopulation is
from Historical Statistics, Table A-119.

Series Creation: Only the resident population was available before 1939.
To obtain a better estimate of the total population, we added the number of
armed forces overseas during WWI.Before1900,populationby age was only
availablein 1890.We interpolatedby multiplyingthe ratioof residentpopulation in a particularage group in 1900to residentpopulation (all ages) in 1900.
1900-1938:Resident population age 16+ plus armed forces overseas during
WWI.
School Enrollment
The school enrollmentnumberswere obtainedby combininginformationfrom
the Digest of EducationStatistics, 2002, Historical Statistics Table H442, and Clau-

dia Goldin"ABriefHistoryof Educationin the U.S."August 1999,NBERworking paper H0119.The Digestof EducationStatisticscontained total enrollment
figures annually from 1964-2002,and every ten years before that. We used
Goldin'sand the HistoricalStatisticsenrollmentnumbersfor K-12 to interpolate
the total enrollmentnumbers.

GovernmentEmployment
1889-1929data are from KendrickProductivityTrendsin the UnitedStates,1961,
TableA-VI. Data from 1929-2002 were from BEA NIPA Tables6.8A-D. The
data were spliced using overlap data at 1929. Employment is full-time
workers.
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Real GDP,GDPDeflator,Consumption,and Investment
Data Sources:RealGNP and deflator1889-1928from Balkeand Gordon,Journalof PoliticalEconomy,1989.Realconsumptionexpendituresand gross private
investment 1889-1928:John Kendrick,ProductivityTrendsin the UnitedStates,
1961, TableA-IIa. Chain-weightedGDP,consumption and investment 19292002:BEANIPAfromwww.bea.gov.
Series Creation:Thepre-1928datawere multipliedby the ratioof the BEAdata
in 1929to the historicaldata in 1929.

Productivity,Hours,and Outputin Private Business
Data Sources:1889-1946:JohnKendrick,Productivity
Trendsin theUnitedStates,
1961,TablesA-X,A-XXII,A-XXIII.1947-2002:BLSProductivitydatafromwww.
bls.gov.
Series Creation:1889-1946data were multipliedby the ratioof the BLSdata in
1947to the historicaldata in 1947.

Money
M2:Forthe period 1959-2002,we used M2 fromthe Boardof Governorsof the
FederalReserve.Theearlierseries arefromRichardAnderson,"SomeTablesof
HistoricalUS Currencyand MonetaryAggregatesData,"April 2003 working
paper.For1947-1958,we use Rasche'sM2 series.BecauseAndersonarguesthat
Friedmanand SchwartzM4 series is most comparablefor the early period to
M2 for the laterperiod,we use M4 where possible, and otherwiseM3.
Table Al

Variancedecomposition:Quartictrendspecification
Percentof ForecastVarianceExplainedby TechnologyShocks
1892-1940

1949-2002

Horizon
(in years)

Productivity

Hours

Output

Productivity

Hours

Output

1
2
3
4
5
10
20

40
33
36
40
44
62
79

26
21
18
18
18
17
17

0
2
1
1
1
5
20

90
88
90
89
91
96
98

10
6
6
10
12
14
14

5
26
55
68
75
88
95
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Figure Al

Plotsof implied shocksfromquartictrendspecification
(shadedareasrepresentNBERrecessiondates)
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Comment
Harold Uhlig, Humboldt Universitatzu Berlin, TilburgUniversity,
Bundesbank,and CEPR

1. The Issue
What is the consequenceof technologicalprogress?To the lay person,
the answer often seems obvious:technologicalprogressis both a virtue
and a vice. It is a virtue,becauseit has made our lives morecomfortable.
But it is also a vice because people are loosing jobs. Factories,where
humans used to work together in the past to createthe products to be
sold, are now instead filled with machines and the occasional operator:the other workers are out of a job. The latteraspect is viewed as a
negative aspect of technologicalprogress and often dominates public
debates.
The economist gives a dramaticallydifferentassessment.According
to the data presentedby Francisand Ramey,labor productivityin the
private sector has increasedby the factor 13.5 between 1889and 2002.
Francisand Ramey show that hours worked in the private sector per
capitareallyhas not changedall thatmuch,once one takescertainthings
into account, e.g., trends in schooling or government employment.
Thus, using a standardSolow growth accountingexercise,i.e., postulating that capital and output are on the steady state growth path and
laboris constant,and postulatinga Cobb-Douglasproductionfunction
with a capitalshareof one-third,one finds that total factorproductivity
has increasedby a factorof 5.7 between 1889and 2002.Therefore,even
if the (quantityof the) capitalstock per workerhad not changed at all,
a workernow would need only 10 minutes to produce what his greatgreat-grandfatherwould have takenan hour to do. Withthe additional
capitalaccumulatedin the meantime,that numbershrinksto less than
five minutes. The welfare gains from this dramaticincreasein productivity are obvious and self-evident.The virtuous aspects of technological progressdominateby far.
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Butwhat aboutthe vice of potentiallost jobs?Takeagain the evidence
producedby Francisand Ramey,that hours worked in the private sector have not changed much over the last century.Clearly then, over
the long haul, technologicalprogress has not led to machines replacing workers:rather,the desires of humans for consumptionrelativeto
enjoying leisure have risen with the technologicalprogress (and therefore the opportunitycosts of leisure) we have made. We need to work
just as hard as more than 100 years ago to keep up. And surely,even
if one does not buy into the evidence producedby Francisand Ramey
and ratherbelieves thathours have shown a seculardecline,few economists would interpretthis as evidence that technologicalprogressis the
culpritfor the high unemploymentrates observedin some of the modern welfarestates.Instead,the seculartechnologicalprogressis viewed
as freeing up time for people to enjoy as leisure. This macroeconomic
perspective may be complicated by redistributional issues some
workers may benefit more from "replacement"by technologicalprogress than others,and some may even indeed sufferfromit- but overall
the conclusionremains:technologicalprogressis a virtue.
So, why should we care what technologicalprogress- or better,surprise changes in the rates of technological do to the labor marketin
the shortrun?Afterall, this is the questionthat Francisand Rameyseek
to answer,extendingthe researchagenda of Blanchardand Quah (1989)
and Gali (1999).That researchis challenging the bold claim initially
made by Kydland and Prescott (1982) and others, that random fluctuations in technologicalprogressare the cause of business cycles. (As
an aside, let it be pointed out that "technology"in the Arrow-Debreu
sense simply refersto the possibility of turning inputs into output, so
that the term "technologyshock" simply refers to any changing production function. Instead, the recent literatureas well as the FrancisRamey paper has focussed on the common language interpretationof
the word "technology,"i.e., patents,engines and microchips.I shall follow along for the purpose of this discussion.).Thatresearchhelped to
explain the challengingobservationthat laborproductivityis procyclical. Demand-driventheories need to be worked pretty hard to cough
up this and other key business cycle facts.
Some of these business cycle facts are listed in Table 1, using the
Francis-Rameydata from 1889 to 2002. Note the positive correlations
between output on the one hand and labor as well as laborproductivity on the other,no matterhow and when one measures it. However,
also note the low correlationsbetween laborand laborproductivity:for
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Table 1

Correlationsof privatesector output, privatesectorhours, adjustedhours (see FrancisRamey),private sector productivity,consumption,investmentand governmentspending. The numbersabove the diagonalare for the firstdifferencesof the logs of the series,
whereasthe numbersbelow the diagonalare for the HP-filteredseries, using X= 7, see
Ravn and Uhlig (2002).All data are from Francisand Ramey.Note the low correlation
between laborand laborproductivity,possiblyexplaining
PartA: Correlationsfor 1889-2002
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1950to 2002,thatcorrelationappearsto be near zero. This correlationis
low and lower thanthe numbersusually given in the literature(see e.g.,
Cooley 1995).This simple statistic already sheds a lot of light on the
resultsby Francisand Ramey Clearly,if there are three statistics- output, labor and productivity- that are not simultaneously highly correlatedwith each other,two ratherthan one source of randomnessare
needed to explain most of it. Since it is labor and productivity,which
show low correlation,whatever explains the movements in productivity won't explain the movements in labor and vice versa (which is
essentially also what Francisand Ramey find in their VARestimates).
So, this alone merits much deeper investigation:is it really true that
laborproductivityand hours worked show low correlationsat business
cycle frequencies?This is a bold claim, which is only implicit in this
paper,and which could lead to a change in our thinkingaboutbusiness
cycles, if it holds up to scrutiny.
In light of these tables, the key business cycle question is: what
explains the high labor-outputand productivity-outputcorrelations,
while generatinglow correlationbetween labor and labor productivity? If one buys into the findings by Gali and now by Francis-Ramey,
the explanationcannotbe business cycle theoriesdrivenby technology
shocks. Thus, perhaps ratherthan the welfare question as to whether
technologicalprogressis a good thing (it is, in practicallyall reasonable
models), the issue at stake is: what explainsbusiness cycles.
There is a long literaturecriticizing the claim of the real business
cycle paradigmalready,though. Even if technologyshockswere to lead
to initial increasesin labor,they may contributelittle to the varianceof
output (see e.g. Christiano,Eichenbaum,and Vigfusson 2004;or Altig
et al. 2002). Variancedecompositions rather than impulse responses
might be the most interestingobjectof investigationhere:Francisand
Rameyprovide it in their interestingTable4. Moreimportantly,it is all
too easy to rule out explanationsof business cycles- instead, we need
good, convincing theories explaining them! I keep on being surprised
how easily the model by Hansen (1985)- which nowadays should be
considered as a strikingly simple model- explains many of the key
business cycle facts. That model sets a standard,and every graduate
student in economicsshould learnit well. Is therea similarlybeautiful,
alternativeexplanationin sight, which works even better?I do not think
thereis, and even if therewere, it does not seem that the professionhas
decided to raise that one on its shield yet as the new key paradigmof
business cycles. Perhaps,too much efforthas gone into shooting down
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a model that works ok. More work should instead go into providing a
model that works better.
The issue thus cannot be as to whether technology shocks explain
business cycles or not. Instead, the issue is whether one can properly
identify technology shocks, using long run restrictions, and what they
imply about labor movement in the short run. Let me thus turn to the
contribution of Francis and Ramey It is two-fold. First, they carefully
put together a long-run data set, which is an interesting object of investigation in its own right. Second, they use a variety of VAR specifications to analyze the question at hand, thereby addressing some of the
issues raised in the recent debates.
2. Long-Run Data

The first contributionof Francisand Ramey is to put together a set of
long time series, and to carefullyaccount for the hours worked in the
privatesector,addressingthe issue of changesin educationand the role
of the government.This is meant to achieve threegoals. First,it should
provide more data to study the question at hand:clearly,this is always
a good idea. The alternative(which should be pursued!) is to investigate more countriesratherthan longer time series,but certainly,having
longer time series cannothurt.
The second goal is to provide a morebalancedview of the changesin
laborinput, leading to some surprisingresults(andas for the thirdgoal,
see the next section).Francisand Rameymake the bold claimthathours
per capitain the privatesectorhave not changedvery much over more
than a century;see e.g., their Figure2B. The averagefor 1950to 2002 is
not even seven percentbelow the averagefor 1889to 1940.Theiradjustment of the standardlaborforceaccountingcomes fromthreesources.
First,ratherthanjust consideringeveryoneabove age 16,they implicitly accountfor child laborby subtractingonly childrenin school from
the population above age four.But one could go further.Probably,one
ought to e.g., also accountfor changes in the death rates in early childhood due to a varietyof diseases. Figure1 shows the decline in children
death rates:unfortunately,I only had data for ages one to four rather
thanfive to 16 at hand. Nonetheless,that figureshows a dramaticfall in
death ratesby a factorof 60:while two percentof all childrenbetween
age one and four died in 1900,only 0.03percentof them did so in 2000,
see also the right-toppanel of Figure3 in the Francis-Rameypaper.It
is plausible that there also was a dramaticdecline in death rates for
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Figure 1

Deathratesfor childrenper 1000,age 1 to 4
Source:AmeriStat,PopulationReferenceBureau

childrenbetween the ages five and 16. Certainly,the demographicsin
1889were much more heavily tilted towards younger people and children than it was in 2000, so that one is dividing by a largernumberin
1889than in 2000.This is ok, if indeed all childrenabove age four not in
school were indeed working. ButI tend to thinkthat this is a somewhat
extremeview.
Figures2 through4 show that this could be the case. In Figure2, the
fractionof childrenbetween the ages of five and 16 compared to the
totalpopulationis plotted:one can see the largeswings between nearly
25 percentat the top and slightly above 15 percent at the bottom. The
numbers are very high towards the beginning of the sample and during the "babyboom" years. The numbersbecome more dramatic,once
one subtractsout the population above 65 and governmentemployees
in the denominator:see Figure3. Now, the numbersswing between 21
percentand 30 percent.These swings would mattera lot, if all children
between age five and 16 were counted as part of the work force.
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Figure 2

Fractionof childrenage 5 to 16 in totaltotalpopulation

Thus, Francisand Ramey rightly subtractschool enrollment.We do
this too both in the numeratorand denominatorin Figure4. Now, the
numbersturn negative, though:from a peak near 3 percentto the lowest point at near-18 percent.One can alreadyin Figure3 of the FrancisRameypaper that this must be so: accordingto theirnumbers,nearlya
quarterof the total populationwas enrolledin school during the last 20
years. Clearly then, this must include people who are not "too young
to work."Francisand Rameyeffectivelymake the extremeassumption,
that everyone enrolled in school is not working. Given the large fractions of the population enrolled in school, one may have some serious
doubts here. Finally,much of the apparentrise in hours worked in the
recent20 to 30 years is due to female laborforceparticipation.Tome, it
is plausible,though, that a sizeable shareof women have worked hard
in the privatesectorpreviously as well, but outside officialgovernment
statisticsat the turnof the century.I can only hope that the originaldata
used by Francisand Rameyhas taken this properlyinto account,but I
am skeptical.
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Figure 3

Fractionof childrenage 5 to 16 in laborforce,not accountingfor school enrollment,i.e.,
(pop - popl6 - pop4)/(pop - pop4 - pop65 - govemp)

In sum, one has to wonder whether the calculationsby Francisand
Rameyreallyarethe finalword on measuringthe actualworkforce.Probably,they arenot. Nonetheless,theirfindingsarefascinating.According
to conventionalwisdom, hours worked per capita have declined over
the last 100 years or so. Francisand Rameyhave taken a first and very
useful stab at that issue, and challenged that wisdom. This really calls
out for an intensive analysisof the data to settle this issue.
3. VAR Estimates

The thirdgoal of providing a longer data set is to take more confidence
in imposinglong-runrestrictions.Buthere,I believe, one should be careful. Classicaleconometrictime series analysis makes one believe that
there is a big differencebetween an exact unit root and a root smaller
than one. But this differenceconcernsthe hypotheticalexerciseof considering ever longer data sets, governed by some given stochasticlaw
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Figure 4

Fractionof childrenage 5 to 16 in laborforce,accountingfor school enrollment,i.e., (pop
- popl6 - pop4 - school)/(pop - pop4 - pop65 - govemp - school)

of motion. However,a differentview is more sensible.Most of the time,
the data is of given length, and one has to make inferencesabout the
various competingpossibilitiesfor the roots governing the process (see
e.g., Sims-Uhlig 1991).Or- as is argued here- one is indeed provided
with longer time series, but then one has a hard time believing that
the stochastic properties do not change. Simple econometricmodels
are plausibly understood to be parsimonious descriptionsof key featuresof the data,ratherthan true,genuine data generatingmechanisms
that remain unchanged across several centuries.Given the difficulties
described above in truly calculatingthe work force and thus in truly
calculatinglaborproductivity,the impressionthat more than a century
of data reallyhelps in separatingthe unit root parts from the non-unitroot parts may thus be just a misleading illusion. Moredata helps, yes.
But with more data, one ought to consider a richerset of econometric
possibilities.In particular,slow variationsin the regressioncoefficients
would invalidatethe inferencemade here.
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My interpretationof the evidence presented is thereforedifferent.
Evidence for a unit root in the data should be interpretedas evidence
for some very persistentfeature.Whetherthe effect graduallydies out
after100years or whether it does not, is probablynot of relevance.The
"technologyshock" identified in this paper is then simply that shock
which leads to the most persistentchangesin laborproductivityamong
all the shocks one can consider.This is interesting.
I am concernedthat it should make a differenceas to whether hours
are regardedas stationaryor not. Since OLSprovides consistent estimates of VARcoefficients,regardlessof whether the variablesare stationaryor not, one can identify this most persistentshock certainlyalso
in a VARin levels, even if hours have a unit root. Conversely,if hours
do not have a unit root,then a VARwhich uses hours in firstdifferences
is misspecified. Christiano,Eichenbaum,and Vigfusson (2004) have
nicely demonstratedhow the level results encompass the results for
first-differences,and that one thereforeought to trust the level results
ratherthan the results for first-differences,regardlessof what the unit
root tests for labor show. I find their argument in favor of the level
specificationmore plausible than the argumentsgiven in the FrancisRamey paper in favour of the first-differencespecification.To put it
succinctly:VARsshould typically be estimated in levels, unless there
are very good theoreticalreasonsnot to. And one should use Bayesian
methods, which can deal with the uncertaintyregardingthe presence
of unit roots in a very natural and practicalmanner (see Uhlig 1994).
Certainly,detrendingwith a quartictrend strikesme as somethingthat
may potentially be rathermisleading. Are we allowed to extrapolate
that trend towards infinity?And what does it do to inference about
cause and effects in VARs,if currentdata is "cleansed"from a trend,
which in turn is estimatedwith the help of futuredata?
The level results look particularlydamaging to the benchmarkreal
business cycle perspective, though see Francisand Ramey's Figure 5.
Apparently,the permanentshocks to labor productivity which Francis and Rameycall and identify as technologyshocks areonly a minor
cause of output fluctuations(see the bottom row in Figure5) and thus,
it is no surprisethat they also do not do much to labor and even lead
to a short, initial decline (see the middle panel). Interestingly,the sample here mattersa lot. Francisand Ramey'sFigure6A shows that labor
shows practicallyno initialresponseto a permanentproductivityshock
for postwar data, while it shows a large negative response in prewar
data. The first of these findings is one of the key points in Christiano,
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Eichenbaumand Vigfusson(2004):the level specificationoverturnsthe
findings of Gali (1999)for postwar data. So, Francisand Ramey come
to Gali's rescue by showing that the level specificationmakes things
"worse" for the real business cycle school, once one takes that level
specificationto prewar data. This point has also been made by myself
in Uhlig (2004), using a previous version of the Francis-Rameydata
set.
There are three potential conclusions one can draw: at this point, a
readershould feel freeto choose any one of them.First,the econometric
model does not remain stable over time- which seems to me to further invalidatethe whole idea of using long-runidentification.Second,
policy and in particularlabor market regulationshave changed over
time, leading to differentbehavior(see also Gali,Lopez-Salidoand Valles 2003).The particularchange here presentsa bit of a challenge.Armchair reasoning would suggest that labor marketswere more flexible
in prewaryears than in postwar years. Furthermore,financialmarkets
may have been less efficientback then. If so, can we think of models
explainingthe differentresponses,documentedby Francisand Ramey?
Thatstrikesme as an interestingresearchagenda.
Third, perhaps the stochastic properties are fairly stable, but inference based on long-run identificationsimply is too fragile. In Uhlig
(2004),I argue for a variety of reasons to rely on medium-runidentificationinstead. The technicaldetails are in that paper,but the idea is
this:While long-runidentificationfinds that shock (or shock direction)
that explains as much as possible of the varianceof the revision of the
long-run (moreprecisely,the infinite-horizon)forecastin productivity,
medium-run identificationseeks that shock that explains as much as
possible of that variance for some medium-runforecastrevision, say,
threeyears out. The resultsare in Figure5. Now, the impulse responses
for laborremaina lot more stable,which makes me want to trustthese
results more than the results from long-run identification.According
to these results, labor does not fall much in the prewar years either in
response to a technology shock. Actually, labor does not react much
at all- which is effectively a restatementof the low labor-productivity
correlationsof Table1.
A careful reader might also note the larger numbers. According to
the data I receivedfrom Francisand Ramey,laborproductivitygrowth
has an annual standarddeviation of 3.1 percentfor the entire sample.
The MLE standard deviation of the one-step ahead prediction error
for productivity is 2.7 percent, when using four lags and a constant
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Figure 5

Resultsfrommedium-runidentification,i.e.,fortheshockthatexplainsas muchas possible
of the three-yearaheadrevisionof the forecastfor productivity.Thehorizontalline is the
MLEof the one standarddeviationof the one-stepaheadpredictionerrorforcomparison

in a bivariateVARand logs of the data. The squares of the impulseresponsesof productivityat date zero should add up to this number,if
one uses shocks one standarddeviation in size, so I suspect that some
rescalingsomewhere is the cause of the differencebetween the results
here and in Francisand Ramey.More importantly,it should be noted
that this standarddeviationis about threetimes as largein prewardata
as in postwar data, pointing to changing stochasticproperties across
the sample. This again casts doubt on long-run identification.It also
says that the Francis-Rameyresults are dominatedby the prewarsample, since that part of the sample containsa lot more variancethan the
postwar sample. Given that the data for the prewar years is probably
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not nearly as good as the data for the postwar years, caution may be
advised in putting too much weight on these results.
Francis and Ramey do not provide error bands for their impulse
responses.When I tried to recalculatetheir results, using my Bayesian
methodology with a "verylong" medium-runidentification,I found a
very wide errorband for the prewar sample. Again, this may be more
evidence for fragilityof the long-runapproach.
Finally,it is laudablethatFrancisand Rameycheckthattheirtechnology shocks are not caused by governmentspending or M2. Thereis a
simpler way of achieving an identificationguaranteeingthat:one can
simply add government spending and M2 to the VAR.It would have
been interestingto see the resultsfrom that exercise.
4. Theory
Neoclassical growth theory and its cousins ask one to focus on total
factorproductivityratherthan labor productivityalone, and they ask
one to consider the accumulationof capital as a key componentin the
low-frequencymovements of laborproductivity.Indeed,Chari,Kehoe,
and McGrattan(2004)have recently shown how leaving away capital
in the sort of empirical exercise provided by Francisand Ramey can
lead to serious problemsfrom misspecificationand to potentiallyvery
misleadingresults,in particular,when using differenceddata for hours.
They show how a standardreal business cycle model (where technology shocks lead to rises in hours worked) would generatedata, which
would deliver the results found by Francisand Ramey,that hours fall
in response to a technology shock identified in a bivariateVARfrom
long-runrestrictions.Chari,Kehoe,and McGrattaneven go so far as to
suggest that one should be generallyskepticalabout using SVARs.But
one can also give their results a constructivereading and add capital
into the picture:so let me pursue that.
To constructcapital, I start from steady state capital in 1889, calculated private output in 1889times the averageinvestment-outputratio
divided by (1 - (1 - delta)/g), where g is the average growth factorof
output,i.e., the averageoiy(t)/y(t - 1), and delta is the annualdepreciation rate, set to 10 percent.I calculatedthe investment-outputratio to
be 0.25 from NIPApostwar data, where I included durable consumption with gross privatedomesticinvestment,and excluded government
spending from output. For the same reason,I rescaledthe raw investment series from 1889 to 2002 by the factor 1.44 in order to roughly
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capture the otherwise unmeasured investment in consumer durables
(these rescalingsdo not make much of a differencein the end, since we
use the logs of all series in our estimationsanyways). I then calculated
capital via k(t) = (1 - delta) k(t - 1) + inv(f), and used a Cobb-Douglas
productionfunction with a capital share of one-thirdto calculatetotal
factorproductivity.In order to also account for potential policy influences, I now estimatea VARwith six variables,i.e., TFP,adjustedhours,
capital,governmentspending, M2 and the dividend tax rate provided
by McGrattan,see Figure8 and the commentbelow.
When using the entire sample and medium-runidentification,seeking the shock which explains as much as possible of the variance of
total factorproductivitythree years after the shock (see Uhlig 2004 for
details), the results look remarkablyreasonable(see Figure 6). In particular,hours worked move up substantially,following a technology
shock identified in this manner,although the initial response is somewhat muted, and the peak response is about two years afterthe shock.
Nonetheless, this looks very much to be in accord with standardreal
business cycle theory.One item that looks a little puzzling is the rather
uncertainresponseof capital,though.
Theresponseof capitallooks much worse, when using long-runidentification,though (implementedas medium-runidentificationapplied
to the 20-yearahead revision of the forecastfor total factorproductivity). Now, not only labor,but also capital falls after an initial increase
in total factor productivity.Indeed, this is already true in the simple,
bivariateVARof labor productivityand adjustedhours, when adding
the capital series:the results are in Figure7. 1 suspect that Francisand
Rameywould find the same, if they included capitalin theireconometric exercise.
This finding seems ratherodd at first. It is hard to think of reasonable theories,accordingto which technologicalprogresswould lead to
disinvestment.What then, might be going on?
A hint is already in Figure 5, possibly partly explaining even the
muted response of capital in that figure: the capital income tax rate
rises substantiallyin response to a technology shock identified from
medium-run restrictions.Indeed, Figure 8 juxtaposes the output-tocapital ratio with that tax rate series, where we added 50 percent to
the tax ratejust in order to show both series on the same scale. Firstof
all, that tax rate shows large and very persistent movements. Second,
the output-to-capitalratiocomoves with this series remarkablyclosely.
Whether it is appropriateto interpret that tax rate as the marginal
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Impulse responses to a technology shock identified from medium run identification
applied to the revisionof the three-yearforecastof total factorproductivity,and using a
six-variableVAR,includinggovernmentspending,M2 and capitalincometax rates
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Juxtaposingthe annualoutput-capitalratioto capitalincometax rates(plus 50 percentin
orderto show both on the same scale)

dividend tax rate faced by entrepreneursor not, does not even matter
much. It is certainly plausible that this tax rate indicates the general
investment climate that entrepreneursare facing. Governmentswhich
do not hesitateto impose a high dividend-taxrateprobablydo not hesitate to expropriateentrepreneursin other ways as well. So, Figure8 is
very much what one would expect,following some simple neoclassical
reasoning.And persistentchangesin capitalincome tax ratescan surely
lead to persistentchanges in the capital-laborratio and thus to persistent changes in labor productivity,which have nothing whatsoever to
do with technology.
Francisand Ramey point to a variety of other referencesto rule out
changes in the tax treatmentof dividends as a source of their identified technology shocks. Perhaps, they are right. But given the rather
dramaticshape of Figure 8, caution may be advised. Mountfordand
Uhlig, for example, argue that tax rate changes often are debated for
a long time in the public and in parliamentbefore they are actually
implemented:so the statisticalfinding that technology shocks are not
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Granger-causedby past changesin the capital-incometax ratemay provide a very misleadingpicture.Case studies and additionalresearchon
this topic would help.
But capital tax rate changes may not be the only additional cause
of long-runmovements in laborproductivity.Uhlig (2004)argues that
gradualand persistentchanges in the social attitudetowards the work
place lead to similarly persistent distortions in the way labor input
is measured and thus to persistent changes in labor productivity.For
many white-collarworkers, the work place nowadays has become a
centralpart of their social life, with possibilities to surf the Internetor
to meet marriagepartners.And finally,any endogenous growth theory
makes any shock have persistenteffects on laborproductivity.
Clearly,the main feature of labor productivity is the fact that it is
trending upwards, see the figure in Francisand Ramey.There is little
doubt that this is due to technologicalprogress.Butwhetherthe persistent randomfluctuationsaroundthis trend are due to randomfluctuations in technologicalprogressalso should be much in doubt. Only the
simplest of theorieswould lead one to believe that this is so.
5. Conclusions
The paper by Francisand Ramey is an excellent and carefulcontribution to a growing literature,investigating whether technology shocks
lead to a fall or a rise in hours worked.They provide a long-rundata set
which is a genuine gift to the professionand which I expect to be used
a lot for a varietyof purposes:certainly,I have alreadymade ample use
of it. Equipped with that data set, they show that hours worked per
capita really have not changed all that much during the last 100 or so
years:a bold and fascinatingclaim, which needs to be subjectedto further researchand scrutiny Likewise, their data implies that hours and
labor productivityare at most mildly correlatedover the cycle, which
might explainsome of theirfindingsand which could lead to a substantial rethinkingaboutbusiness cycles. Next, Francisand Rameyprovide
a carefulinvestigationof the data, using a variety of specificationsfor
their VARand taking a variety of recentsuggestions and criticismson
board. This is a fine and informativepiece, which pushes the frontier
forward.
But I do not buy into their conclusions yet. First, their historical
accountingof the laborforceis interestingand much more carefulthan
what one usually sees. But for a variety of reasons,it does not seem to
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go far enough. And mismeasurementshere imply mismeasurementsin
the long-run movements of labor productivity,which their methodology seeks to identify.
Second, the long-runrestrictionsseem to be too fragilean identification device to provide convincing conclusions. The very fact that the
first and the second half of the sample look rather different already
sheds substantialdoubt on any strategy seeking to identify anything
from long-run behavior. Medium-run identification provides more
robustresults,and may thereforeprovide a more sensible alternative.
Finally,theory suggests that one should take capital accumulation
and the policy variables related to it into account. There is strong
comovement in the data over the last 100-somethingyears between
the output-capitalratio and the dividend tax rate: this alone might
lead to serious distortions when identifying technology shocks from
long-runmovements in laborproductivity.Furthermore,Chari,Kehoe,
and McGrattan(2004)have shown that leaving out capital in the sort
of exerciseperformedby Francisand Ramey can lead to serious problems frommisspecification.Finally,theory suggests many reasonswhy
labor productivity fluctuates in the long-run, aside from technology.
If the medium-run fluctuations in total factor productivity are more
strongly dominated by technology shocks than the long-run, then
medium-run identification is more informative about the impact of
technology shocks. Figure 6 shows that technology shocks identified
from medium-runidentificationseem to lead to rising ratherthan falling hours worked.
What we need are good theories, explaining the key business cycle
facts,like the comovementsbetween laborproductivityand output,and
the relativevolatilitiesof consumption,output and investmentover the
cycle. The original real business cycle model has been attackeda lot,
and perhaps it is false. But what should replace it? That question still
remains unanswered. The evidence provided by Francisand Ramey
tells us thatwe need to thinkeven harderabout the answer,even if that
evidence is not conclusive enough either.
Note
This researchwas supportedby the DeutscheForschungsgemeinschaft
throughthe SFB
649, "EconomicRisk/71 am gratefulto Neville Francisand ValerieA. Rameyfor sharing
theirdatawith me.
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Comment
Susanto Basu, Boston Collegeand NBER

Francisand Rameyhave written a very interestingpaper that covers a
lot of groundin disarminglystraightforwardfashion.In fact,this paper
makes three importantcontributionsto the large and fiercely contentious literaturethat tries to estimate the short-runeffects of technology shocks. First,it contributesa new time series on hours per worker,
based on a new measureof the populationof "potentialworkers."This
series will find many applicationsbeyond the currentpaper. Second,
as advertised, it uses data that cover a long sample period, and also
reports results for some natural sub-periods. Third, it discusses new
models interpretingthe finding that hours worked fall temporarily
following a positive technology shock. Finally,this reviewer,at least,
appreciatesthe very clear discussion of estimationmethod and identification.It is a refreshingchange from the discussion found in much of
the precedingliterature,which is opaque at best.
The demographicadjustmentto population is an excellent idea. It is
importantfor a variety of macroeconomicdebates- for example, the
discussion over whether hours per worker should be modeled as constant in the long run, as requiredby the famous King-Plosser-Rebelo
(1988) utility function. However, the graphs in Figure 3 suggest that
the education adjustmentis most importantfor reaching the conclusion that per-capitahours worked have not declined since 1960. But
this adjustmentseems less defensible than the others- if working for
pay is a feasible choice but people choose to get education instead, it
is not clear why they should be excluded from the population that is
eligible for work. On the other hand, excluding these workers may be
the right choice for cyclicalpurposes if enteringand leaving the workforce has significantfixed costs. In that case, those who are committed
to receiving a full-time education may not stop to work temporarily,
and then are not "employment-eligible"if there is only a small, transi-
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tory shock to wages. This particularadjustmentis intriguing,but merits more investigation.
The second contributionof the paper is to use the demographicallyadjustedseries to revisit the debate on the short-runeffect of technology shocks. Here Francisand Ramey uncover an interestingpuzzle.
As the paper notes, previous researchusing the same methodology on
postwar U.S. data finds that hours worked fall aftera positive technology shock if hours per worker are entered in levels, but rise if hours
per workerare enteredin differences.Using theirfull sample of annual
data from 1892-2002,Francisand Ramey find just the opposite result!
Moreover,they find that this result is not stable over sub-samples.In
the pre-wardata, the resultmatchesthe finding for the full sample. But
in the post-wardata,all transformationsof hours per workerimply that
hours fall after a technology improvement (although only the results
for the unit-rootspecificationare significant).
Beforetrying hard to interpretthese results, should we believe that
they representthe reactionof the economy to actualtechnologyshocks?
Various arguments have been advanced to show that the structural
VAR(SVAR)method may confound technology shocks with other permanent shocks to laborproductivity.Forexample, Uhlig (this volume)
suggests that changes in capital tax rates would have the same effects
as shocks to technology;Francisand Rameynote that the same is true
of changes in governmentsubsidies to education.
Thereis some reasonto believe thatimpulseresponsesestimatedin the
postwarsample are the responsesto true technologyshocks.The reason
is that the estimatesare quite similarto those obtainedby Basu,Fernald
and Kimball(2004)[BFK]using a completelydifferentidentificationstrategy.BFKuse a methodthatis less elegantand farmoredata-intensive,but
perhapsmore direct:They estimatesectoralSolow residuals,correcting
forincreasingreturnsto scaleand variableutilizationof capitaland labor.
The aggregatetechnologyshock is the averageof the sectoralresiduals.
These two methods are complementary,because the weaknessesof one
are the strengthsof the other.Forexample,the Solow residualmethodis
robustto changesin capitaltaxes and educationpolicy,since the capital
stockand educationalcompositionof the laborforceare entereddirectly
as controlsin the regressions.On the otherhand, long-runidentification
mightbe betterable to controlfor classicalmeasurementerrorin inputs,
which is a problemwith the Solow residualmethod.
Due to the lack of detailed data for constructing sectoral Solow
residuals,thereis no such easy cross-checkfor the prewarperiod. And
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there is a well-known issue which raises a real concern that the prewar
"technology shocks" are in fact something else. It is well known that
over the period of the late 19thcentury to World War II, there was a
major, permanent outflow of workers from agriculture to manufacturing. Suppose it is the case that hours worked in agriculture were not
fully reported, and neither was much of agricultural output, which was
often grown for home consumption. Both are quite likely to be true in
an agrarian economy full of family farms. Suppose furthermore that
the measurement problem is more severe for agricultural output than
for agricultural hours - that is, that labor productivity in agriculture
is under-measured. Then a movement of workers from agriculture to
formal employment with no change in technology would be measured
as a permanent increase in labor productivity, which the VAR procedure would misinterpret as a positive technology shock. Furthermore,
it would appear that this "technology shock" was leading to a permanent increasein hours worked - just as Francis and Ramey find for the
prewar period in their preferred specification, but not for the postwar
period. This hypothesis is sufficiently intriguing that it might be interesting to do a cross-check of the estimated technology shocks with
migration data in the prewar period.
Whether or not the hypothesis I've just proposed is correct, the
apparent permanent response of hours to a technology shock in the
prewar period deserves more investigation. Francis and Ramey concentrate on the differences in the short-run response, and suggest that
changes in the autocorrelation of technology shocks between the periods might account for the difference. But the short-run dynamics of
the technology process should not influence the long-run response of
hours to a permanent change in technology. Thus, Francis and Ramey's
preferred interpretation does not account for all the facts. In a representative-worker framework, accounting for the differences between the
two periods also requires assuming a change in preferences. Furthermore, it requires assuming that preferences in the prewar period were
such that the substitution effect of higher real wages from a technology
improvement dominated the income effect. Of course, if that were true
then work hours should have risen significantly from 1890-1930, when
real wages rose steadily. But Francis and Ramey's own Figure 2B shows
that this was not the case- they find that average hours worked were
roughly the same on the eve of the Great Depression as they were 40
years earlier.
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In sum, Francisand Ramey have contributeda valuable paper and
a useful adjustmentto a widely-used data series. Their results for the
post-war period are quite consistent with a variety of previous work.
But theirprewarresultsare a puzzle worthy of furtherinvestigation.
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